
 Introduction 
 In this chapter, I examine the role of  integration  in making deep maps. Deep maps 
integrate at three scales. At the macro scale, they integrate two major geographic 
epistemologies: abstract knowledge of a place (in the form of big data) with 
embodied knowledge about that place; or, distanced facts with the poetry of lived 
experience. At the meso scale, they integrate entities, both natural and cultural, into 
hybrid forms indicative of the Anthropocene. Designing a digital platform such 
that users are privy to  how  meetings among material and mental entities happen 
in place is to showcase a geographical application of assemblage theory; 1  these 
“meetings” are what I am terming the meso scale of integration. And at the micro 
scale, they integrate various media about a specific place (like maps, videos, and 
sound recordings) with each other in a single platform. Two other sections augment 
this chapter: one on the relevance of collage to deep mapmaking, and the other on 
how argumentation might function in a paradigm based in encounter. 

 The act of integration, at each of the three foundational scales, is an act of 
creation. Making a deep map is not setting out to represent reality, but to craft a 
portrait of place that at once engages the senses and the intellect. To do so requires 
an approach to design based on encounter. If reading a deep map is being open 
to suggestion, then making a deep map is to give opportunities for encountering, 
where rhetoric and position are communicated through the mystery of what con-
tent and visual forms might come next. 

 Macro scale 
 In her investigations into the history of enchantment in modern life, Jane Ben-
nett reminds us of something Max Weber wrote. She paraphrases him thus: “the 
enchanted world is always in the process of being superseded by a calculable 
world, [but] rationalization never comes out even with nothing left over.” 2  Weber 
was suggesting that no matter how much reason you apply to something there will 
always be parts of it that are magical and mysterious. There are always questions 
left over, always something new to solve. To think that progress moves toward 
a state of complete mastery or understanding, therefore, is a fallacy. It is even 
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possible that the reverse could be true, that the rationalization process tends to 
produce more and more mystery by continually pushing the horizon of under-
standing a little farther out. 

 This “left over” mystery that we encounter as a by-product of enumerating, 
cataloging, calculating, and analyzing the world in the name of understanding it 
more thoroughly is an element on which deep mapmakers can focus their design 
efforts. At the macro scale of integration, deep maps are the application of big 
data to the study of specific places. This is a move toward knowledge of places 
that far exceeds the senses, though not one that forgets the senses. Deep maps are 
the wedding of distanced, abstracted information gathered  about  a place with inti-
mate knowledge conjured  in  place. Though deep mapmakers will surely maintain 
that complete understanding of place is never actually possible, a unique contri-
bution of any deep map is nonetheless to go “beyond the sensorium” of what one 
might phenomenologically ascertain in situ. 3  

 The translation of tabulated data to dynamic cartographic portraits is the prov-
ince of neogeography and information visualization, around which design para-
digms and debates have blossomed. 4  Making a deep map is different than making 
a map, though, a difference that is found in its insistence on integration at all three 
scales. Whereas information visualization focuses on the technics of harnessing 
data sets coupled with graphic solutions, a deep map needs a design principle 
divergent from cartography. Integration lies in the purview of method, and user 
interface design is at the heart of answering “how” one makes a deep map. 

  Mysterious encounter  is a guiding design principle that could help accomplish 
the integration of data with embodied knowledge in the user interface platform. 
Intentionally organizing the tidbits of original source material about a place—the 
traditional process of which is detailed by Umberto Eco 5 —such that users make 
unexpected connections among the assets is to achieve one of the defining char-
acteristics of a deep map. Note this is quite different than the researcher using a 
digital platform to perform her own queries in a behind-the-scenes tool. 6  Design-
ing for mysterious encounter is not about using the platform as a researcher’s 
sandbox, but is instead using the platform as a medium of communication and 
creation. It is world-building, more akin to crafting the scene of a novel than jux-
taposing disparate informational assets. 7  

 This serves two immediate purposes. The first is that users have the opportunity 
to experience a deep mapmaker’s vision without the pretense that it is a neutral 
or objective asset integration tool. While a successful deep map ought to invoke 
honest and critical understanding about the place in question, it need not operate 
under the belief that objective reality is being recreated. This leads to the second 
immediate purpose, or benefit, which is that the deep map can be brought into the 
fold of established digital humanities critique regarding content, technics, style, 
and authorship. There is no reason for an author to assume design neutrality, but 
rather the conversation is about how the authors wove together information about 
place, the worth of the authors’ creative interpretation, and the success or failure 
of the “informed speculation” thereof. 8  Designing for mysterious encounter in 
deep mapmaking shares with fiction, therefore, an element of speculation. The 
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depth of a deep map is to extend past what can be mechanically positioned on a 
cartographic plane, and to do so requires the researcher to extend past what is tra-
ditionally held as safely defensible argumentation. Inasmuch as informed specu-
lation is part of what deep mapmaking is, the creator of a deep map is mobile on 
the continuum between historical geography and the visual arts. 

 Meso scale 
 At this point it is worth moving into a discussion about why  mysterious encounter  
is a theme with broader intellectual value in geography, and why I believe it fits so 
well in the cradle of the deep-mapping enterprise. Bennett’s recalling of Weber—
that enchantment in modern life is that which pokes through the dominant blanket 
of rationalization, a blanket that can never cover and explain all phenomena—has 
again recently been echoed by geo-humanists Hawkins and Straughan. They write 
that in geography “the aesthetic is embraced for its sensuous explorations of sub-
jects, bodies and spaces through a focus on experiences that are in excess of ratio-
nal thought.” 9  They suggest that geographers concerned with dramatic changes in 
modern human-natural systems have turned this extra-rational realm. A prevail-
ing way of reflecting devastating environmental changes has been to articulate 
how the earth’s environments are now characterized by ubiquitous hybridization 
between biological and inorganic material systems with human technology and 
artifice. 10  One of the prevailing metaphors for carrying out this work has been 
Deleuze and Guattari’s  assemblage , a concept not unlike network, but with an 
added connotation of process, as in there are forces doing the assembling process 
of bringing together the earth’s (not so) latent material with human intention. 11  

 Describing the ways in which human and nonhuman entities come together to 
forge hybrid environments—like Richard Misrach’s portrayal of Louisiana’s can-
cer alley—characteristic of the Anthropocene has become an important approach 
for those who study twenty-first-century environmental issues. 12  This environ-
mentalism has distanced itself from notions of pristine nature, and its practitioners 
instead try to expose environments for what they are now believed to be, using 
terms like “freakology,” “monsters,” or “industrial ecosystems.” 13  Exposing and 
reframing the constitution of anthropogenic nature is a task well suited to the 
breadth of geographical study—combining physical processes with cultural inter-
pretations thereof—and as such has been taken up by a range of scholars in and 
out of geography. Doing this kind of geography, though, is often most successful 
when it is place-based. 

 When entities come together to make these post-natures, something happens 
to the material reality of their constitution. As philosopher Graham Harman puts 
it, “shuffling objects into ever newer and stranger combinations, modernity cre-
ates monstrous unions between the most far-flung objects under the sun.” 14  What 
kinds of strange objects are combined in (post-) modern environments? The 
Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge is a frequently cited example 
in environmental history—a former weapons manufacturing plant in Colorado 
that, because of its toxicity, is devoid of human habitation. It is, ironically, for 
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the same reason, therefore home to vast animal populations in one of the region’s 
most successful wildlife refuges. 15  Here the buried, hidden detritus materials used 
to make explosives live alongside deer, owl, and bear populations—a strange and 
indeed monstrous union. 

 Importantly, and to the main point, in assembling these seemingly unnatural 
relationships among objects and people there are constantly occurring  encounters  
that do the work of creating new types of natures—or, to put it in the language 
of deep mapmaking—new types of places. What happens when two non-humans 
encounter one another? These types of encounters are meaningful if you believe 
that all the entities of the world—for example, people, glaciers, buildings—are 
composed by their relation to other entities. As geographer J.D. Dewsbury puts 
it, assemblage is “a process of putting together, of arranging and organizing the 
compound of analytical encounters and relations.” 16  

 What assemblage theorists have not yet put their collective finger on, however, 
is translating this “process of putting together” into visual forms. They have also 
not yet developed place as an organizing principle for structuring and representing 
the assembling process. 17  It is one thing to write about the history of the Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal, and another thing entirely to visualize the specifics of what 
moments of “encounter” look like in a spatial format. What does the moment of 
encounter look like—how is a profoundly new type of nature made in place—
when a bear sniffs her nose at a ruined missile shell, or a honeybee gathers nectar 
from a cultivated field and brings it to a keeper’s comb? 18  Looking to the methods 
and techniques of deep mapmaking might help answer these questions. 

 Which objects and organisms become enrolled with one another to make hybrid 
entities has an  uncertainty  to it. If anthropogenic environment is your topic of 
study, then it makes sense that this uncertainty should find its way into the repre-
sentations of new natures themselves. Deep mapmakers can intentionally design 
for this uncertainty such that users witness the encounters generative of hybrid 
environments. It is the meso scale of integration that brings entities in proximity 
with one another, and the deep map’s adherence to place as a way of knowing is a 
snug fit with this environmentalist-intellectual project. 

 Collage and the meso scale 
 In a post-human world composed of “relations” among people, machines, and 
objects, the theme of encounter runs strongly. Encounter is also one of the defin-
ing characteristics of twentieth-century collage, which is about bringing “assets” 
into conversation with one another. In 1912, when Pablo Picasso and Georges 
Braque began making collages, they were practicing an ancient art form—some 
of the earliest forms of human creative expression involve bringing together vari-
eties of found objects. But these moderns looked to collage as a reaction against 
a paradigm that saw painting as a “porthole” through which reality was viewed 
from a distance. 19  Instead of a single plane that was a single representation from 
a single painter, the collage was tactile, quotidian, heterogeneous, and accessible. 
In short, it bridged the gap between life and art. The materials of everyday life 
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did the work of art, that is, they became the medium through which society was 
refracted and contemplated. 

 One comparison we can draw between collage and deep mapmaking, then, is the 
synthesis of heterogeneous assets. In early-twentieth-century collage these assets 
frequently included things like newspaper clippings, rope, photographs, tickets, 
and the like, which were all brought together into a shared frame. Over one hun-
dred years later, in twenty-first-century digital humanities setting, the synthesis of 
heterogeneous assets also takes place within a frame, that of the computer screen. 
In each case the practitioner scours his or her environment for objects (e.g., news-
paper clippings or data sets) and makes aesthetically or topically motivated deci-
sions about what of those objects to include and how to arrange them in the frame. 

 The second shared characteristic between these two media is that they both, in 
different ways, strive to erase the distance between the viewer and the world. In 
collage, the artwork was not an approximation of life that conjured reality but was 
itself made from reality. The role of representation had changed. In painting—at 
least the painting to which Picasso was reacting—marks of paint on the canvas 
stood in for a part of reality, cueing the viewer to imagine or remember life events, 
object, or places. But in collage nothing stood in for reality, and so the thing being 
represented was much more abstract, a grander gesture, perhaps even “deeper.” 
Collage brought art into the same mode of reality as the viewers, connecting them 
to a material experience that was more phenomenological than intellectual. 

 Likewise, to make a deep map one must thrive in the liminal zone between 
reality and representation, where the line between the two is no longer a line but a 
mutating shape, where the riches of the body’s senses and the mind’s knowledge 
both make one wonder where mediation stops and life begins again. Deep map-
ping as such contributes to a fundamental humanistic-geographical act; it is an 
effort to describe places that are not one’s intimate own. It is to compile, artisti-
cally arrange, to guide, to collage. 

  Encounter  is the thread that ties together the process of assembling digital 
assets in a deep map with the historic art of collage making. Makers in each of 
these media carefully select and arrange their objects such that the viewer might 
gain a sense of wonderment. The link back to Bennett’s enchantment is that non-
human objects, like discarded weapons, deer, or honeybees in farm fields, cannot 
“encounter” one another without operating in an extra-rational ontology. There 
is a remainder, something unaccounted for that, as it turns out, is extraordinarily 
good at shedding light on the new environmental forms of the Anthropocene. 
They are slivers of openings into worlds that we do not see because we do not 
look for them. Nature in the Anthropocene has to be unpacked entirely because 
the material reality of ecological systems is changing so rapidly. 20  We need to 
start the research process from an askance view that seems to come from Weber’s 
extra-rationality, and designing for  mysterious encounter  in deep maps is one way 
to go about this research process, to start believing that what makes no sense 
together at first can become an ecological truth. 

 Weber’s “remainder” is the feeling, or mode, of enchantment that people tend 
to attach to places. Seeing the unexpected remainders of rationalization is a matter 
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of seeing unexpected encounters—of objects and events colliding in ways that 
carry viewers to a deeper understanding of the place in which these encounters 
unfold. After all, postmodern natures must happen somewhere, and deep maps 
have the potential to grasp these “somewheres.” They can visually articulate how 
the hybridizing geographical reaches of the postmodern are so radically different 
from the Arcadian dream of isolated mountain pastures, unaffected by and uncon-
nected to the rest of the world. At their best, contrary to Arcadia, deep maps use 
place not as a bounded locale, but as a loom that weaves together disparate ele-
ments inside a frame. 21  

 One conclusion to draw from this line of thinking is that the power of a deep 
map—and ultimately its usefulness in the study of place—is its use of a single 
platform to integrate the elements of a place that are often siloed into rational cate-
gories of analysis. Drawing on Dewsbury again, the French  agencer —incorrectly 
related to the English “assemble”—is more accurately translated “as a way of 
bringing forth and mapping out a territory at the same time.” 22  

 For deep mapmaking, “bringing forth” is the process of assembling, or design-
ing a platform that integrates digital assets about a place in a way most conducive 
to mysterious encounter. If “bringing forth” a territory (or place) is the first part of 
this provocative equation, then what about “mapping out” that place? This leads 
to a question about what it means to perform the act of mapping, in particular, 
when making a deep map. So far, I have focused on the viewer, and designing 
digital platforms so that he or she can witness the meeting of various constitutive 
elements definitive of a place. But what from cartography can be applied to the 
making of a deep map? In Dewsbury’s translation of Deleuze’s  agencer , this map-
ping out of the territory is connected to nineteenth-century colonial projects in 
which mapping out a territory was to control and restrict the movement of goods, 
nature, and people, leading to unknown levels of social crises. 23  Drawing precise 
measurements and exact relative locations on paper—or at least the attempt to do 
so—tended to erase many geographic realities existing on the ground all over the 
colonized world. Colonists used maps as  reasons  for political ideology and action 
(e.g., blank spots), rather than recognize them as  products  of political ideology 
and action. Deep mapmakers do not need to rely on this part of cartographic his-
tory and can build graphic forms for spatial representation that jettison any strict 
adherence to precise measurement when that precision severs indigenous or alter-
native political spaces. What these graphic forms look like and how they function 
with respect to map users is one of the charges that deep mapmaking has opened. 24  

 Micro scale 
 How do you make a deep map? By integrating “heterogeneous elements,” just 
like in a collage. 25  Is it up to the user to wade through the collage of information 
and make sense of it? On the surface this seems to be what deep maps are good 
at: “simultaneous representation,” but not argument. Text is the medium that most 
humanist scholars use to convey intellectual distillation. When deep mapmak-
ing is brought into the purview of the humanities, then, a problem surfaces that 
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connects back to the visual excesses of capitalist culture highlighted by the French 
artist and philosopher Guy Debord. He looked at the overflow of visual imagery 
in society as an undesirable trait of masking reality—what he called a “spectacle” 
far removed from reality. For our discussion about argument, therefore, the roots 
of a challenging paradox were planted. 

 On the one hand, deep maps are excellent at organizing encounters, inviting users 
to synthesize the heterogeneous elements of the deep map, presumably in a nearly 
infinite variety of ways. But on the other hand, I argue it is direct argumentation that 
can keep deep mapping away from the trap of Debord’s spectacle. The problem is 
that direct argumentation is better suited for the textual medium because, again, it is 
a distillation, a discovery of a golden nugget of thought that can be explained with 
words. Academic discourse is founded on this type of communication; the most 
impactful knowledge has historically most often been that which can be explained 
with words. The process of making a deep map, then, suggests that we need a new 
type of direct argumentation. How are visual arguments made? In the history of art, 
this is one question that seems to follow from Debord’s critique. 

 Paramount here is relevancy; making a deep map is not about piling on details 
and features until one’s technological capacity is maxed out. If this were the case, 
then a deep map would be synonymous with a technological treadmill, constantly 
responding to the technology industry’s capitalist advances. 26  Integration of media 
types has become a form of knowledge production in and of itself, and I believe 
deep mapping will benefit from keeping a critical stance toward this practice. 
Within digital humanities, examples of media integration include photography, 
text, and cartography; sound, databases, and videos; and virtual reality, sculpture, 
and the internet of things. My concern as a digital geo-humanist is that the tech-
nics of a project have the capacity to mask its substantive purpose. But what is at 
the heart of the “technics” of a digital humanities (DH) project—what is doing 
this potential masking? More often than not, the core of the technical challenges 
involved in making a DH project stem from the untranslatability from one media 
type to the next. Translating a database into a cartographic picture—possibly the 
most straightforward of translations—is still not a given tool in the skillset of DH 
scholars or even geographers. There is a plethora of GIS tutorial mini courses 
offered by academic libraries around the world, week-long mapping workshops 
going on every month, and advanced degree programs offered by hundreds of 
universities, all for the sake of gaining proficiency in this translation from dataset 
to map. The point is that if tools as “old” (going back to the 1960s) as GIS-like 
programs are not automatically a language spoken fluently by spatially minded 
academics, then how are less common integrations among other media types sup-
posed to happen? 27  

 Integrating media types allows us to imagine what else might happen when 
these two media are joined. While a major coup in mixed media art—deserving all 
accolades and encouragement—deep mapmakers should not uncritically borrow 
this endgame. In other words, the criteria used to make value judgements about 
mixed media art should not be the same as those used to make value judgements 
about a deep map. This is part of the challenge of deep mapmaking: it is still first 
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and foremost a geographical practice that seeks to make statements about the 
becoming of place, and—as my own topical urgency—the material constitution 
of the Anthropocene. Deep mapmaking borrows the approach of the visual arts to 
achieve this end. 

 Argument through encounter 
 In the DH there is an ongoing tension between encounter and argument. Like 
many tensions in scholarly practice, it is mostly a productive one, where on the 
one hand DH teams are focused on making pointed statements in their fields, and 
on the other are keen to take advantage of visual–digital media that allow users to 
playfully explore. It is by now a longstanding and well-documented tension, with 
most DH projects exhibiting both of these characteristics in varying dosages. 28  
The commitment to make a deep map is parallel to using encounter as a  means  of 
argumentation in one’s final representation. The type of deep mapping advocated 
for in this chapter is that practitioners take command of encounter and direct it 
from perceived serendipity to a carefully designed experience. Encounter does 
not only need to be a random coming together of elements in a digital platform 
but can also be—as I refer to it here—something that is intentionally assembled 
by the deep mapmaker. Less a cartographic technician, then, and despite its title, 
the deep mapmaker is really a designer of semi-fictional, speculatively informed 
worlds that illuminate one’s place of study. 

 Deep maps implicitly suggest multiple responses rather than explicitly stating an 
argument for a truth. They are a response to the age of big data, a series of design 
solutions to a radically expanding base of primary documentation. The way one 
structures the archive of a deep map yields representations of places that guide users 
toward potential conclusions about the places themselves. Making the base structure 
sing—that is, coordinating its emergences to the graphic interface at just the right 
time based on a user’s input—is one of the most important questions one can ask 
about methods in deep mapping. Deep map content is seldom experienced linearly, 
and because of this, deep mapmakers operate in a medium where the moments of 
critique and the creation of knowledge happen much more subtly. Authorial deci-
sions and intentions tend to become masked in the digital experience itself more 
than they would be in a typical text-printed argument. It is important that a user 
remain empowered to make decisions about encountering the deep map to keep her 
aware of the curated—and therefore subjective—nature of the deep map. 

 Where does one find authorial and/or curatorial position, rhetoric, and argu-
ment in a deep map? Because deep maps wed big data with place, they run the 
risk of appearing like neutral archives. When making a deep map, voice is never 
left out, but can be harder to pinpoint because readers are generally not accus-
tomed to deciphering the rhetoric of latent archival positions. Deep mapmakers 
present arguments for something, but to an audience that is not literate in big data 
wrangling. Even what may appear as a listing of information about one’s place of 
study is always more than a catalog or a digital memory bank; it is imbued with 
interpretation. 
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 Making a deep map could be interpreted as the big data versions of geographi-
cal description, harkening to the ancient practices of travel writers like Strabo 
of Amasia. 29  However, in his critique of regionalism as a scientific practice (a 
regionalism in the long lineage of Strabo), Kimble wrote: 

 at best, a regional study can be only a personal work of art, not an impersonal 
work of science—a portrait rather than a blueprint. As such, it can have sub-
stantial value, but its value will lie in the realm of illumination and suggestion 
rather than of definitive analysis and synthesis. 30  

 Attaching a graphic user interface to a database takes the deep mapmaker beyond 
curating an archive, or as Kimble would say, beyond the “blueprint.” Argumenta-
tion in deep maps is in the way it illuminates and suggests—between the extreme 
subtlety of an archive (arguments that are hard to detect) and the explicit state-
ment of a text (arguments that are intentionally articulated). It thus—along with 
other types of visual digital productions—requires a new type of criticality, an 
interpretive zone that walks the line between provocation and organization of 
fact. The challenges involved in peer reviewing digital humanities projects are not 
unrelated and have begun to be documented. 31  

 Conclusion: political economy of visual representation 
 To conclude, I return to Guy Debord and his famous work  The Society of the 
Spectacle . Here, Debord introduced the concept of the “spectacle” as a way to 
critique what he interpreted as a representational layer that blanketed lived reality. 
As he put it, “life is presented as an immense accumulation of spectacles. Every-
thing that was directly lived has receded into a representation.” 32  This historical 
moment (the 1960s, though no doubt even more intensely since) is problematic 
for Debord because the “technical apparatus” of representations cannot be neu-
tral; it is part of a mass media machine that only stands to gain from constructing 
images, replacing tactile encounters with visual experiences either tailored to or 
hijacked by the non-neutral image makers. 

 Debord’s observations about the role of visual representation in modern econo-
mies have been a lasting critical position because of its apparent pervasiveness; 
examples seem to abound. A billboard seen from the driver’s seat of an automobile 
on a highway reconstitutes what used to be one’s tactile relationship with place 
as distanced and exclusively visual. Visiting national parks is often reduced to a 
photograph taken near a parking lot with a preformatted scenic overlook. 33  Human 
socializing is performed ad nauseam on an ever-shifting platform of websites and 
mobile applications specifically designed to extract data. 34  Television and YouTube 
stream from cell phones. As Debord would likely say today, these and countless 
other instances where designed images become the majority of one’s direct experi-
ence have created a new kind of objective reality defined by commercial interest. 
To normalize the billboard, the tourist snapshot, sharing online photographs, and 
the ubiquitous and infinite access to moving images is to live in a capitalist sheen, a 
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reality equally real, yet planted in extractive modes of production and trade. Living 
in this sheen, or “spectacle,” also engenders new kinds of embodiment, less about 
putting one’s body in direct contact with physical–geographical formations and 
more about the body as a vessel for the seeing eye and participating economic will. 

 Where does this leave our discussion of deep maps and integration? The sets 
of productive questions to be gained from Debord are: (1) How, given that deep 
maps are decisively visual and representational, does a deep mapmaker resist 
contributing to the political economy of the spectacle? How, through the design 
process, can one produce a digital sheen positioned counter to the waves of digi-
tization brought on by the profit motives of Silicon Valley and all the tech valleys 
of the world? Are there any innocent tools and means of delivery of a deep map? 
(2) How is the deep map user meant to position herself psychologically and cor-
poreally on the continuum of digital material? If a successful deep map evokes a 
heightened sense of place, could one conceivably be more “in place” by engaging 
with a deep map than by being there in body? How would one know if they are 
learning more about a place through its representation in a deep map or by being 
there in situ? Here it is beneficial to look again to Jane Bennett, who, in her work 
after  The Enchantment of Modern  Life, considers the unseen power of objects and 
how they affect one’s body and one’s subjectivity. 35  I would argue, and I think 
Bennett would argue, that if something like a deep map were helpful in seeing 
new ecological realities, then its ability to create place would be advantageous in 
a progressive politics for the Anthropocene. 

 Falling into the traps of Debord’s spectacle might well be avoided by a seem-
ingly simple move, which is to have already distilled one’s motivations for mak-
ing the deep map in the first place. If the purpose of the deep map is to answer 
a historical or theoretical question, for example, then the decisions made while 
building the deep map should necessarily align with those aims. The specialty of 
the deep map is its promise to integrate data about a place in a way that takes the 
user beyond the capacity of his senses. To do so requires an interface of one kind 
or another through which extrasensorial information is accessed, and this means 
visual representation. Where there is visual representation, there is the lurking 
trap of the spectacle because there is the eminent danger of creating a new surface 
reality, eliding the actual place from the story. 
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